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pONVENIENT AND LOW-COST facilities

^^ for slaughtering hogs and smoking meat

on the farm will relieve the consumer demand

on war-congested commercial plants and re-

duce the burden on transportation systems.

SMOKEHOUSES

Many types of smokehouses are used success-

fully to improve the color, flavor, and keeping

qualities of cured meat. These houses range

from the temporary "one-hog" type made from

a 50-gallon barrel to permanent structures suit-

able for both smoking and storing meat. The

drawings show enough details, so that blue-

prints will not be required by the builder.

Smokehouses should be of reasonably tight

construction to permit easy regulation of tem-

perature and flow of smoke and air. A rapid

flow of air past the meat is needed at the begin-

ning of the smoking operation, to drive off sur-

plus moisture. Less rapid air movement near

the end of the smoking period prevents exces-

sive shrinkage in the weight of the meat. A
temperature of 90° to 120° F. is used nor-

mally, the lower temperatures preferred.

A 50-gallon barrel (fig. 1), with both heads

removed, or a box with tight sides, can be used

for smoking small quantities of meat. Set the
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Smokehouses should be of reasonably tight

construction to permit easy regulation of tem-
perature and flow of smoke and air. A rapid

flow of air past the meat is needed at the begin-

the end of the smoking period prevents exces-

sive shrinkage in the weight of tlie meat. A
temperature of 90° to 120° F. is used nor-

mally, the lower temperatures preferred.

A 50-gaIlon barrel (fig. 1), with both heads

removed, or a box with tight sides, can be used
for smoking small quantities of meat. Set the
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the upper end of a shallow, sloping, covered

trench and dig a pit at the lower end for the

fire. The lieat of the fire can be controlled by

covering tlie pit witli a piece of sheet metal and

mounding earth around the edges, so as to cut

off most of the draft. Clean muslin or burlap

hung over the lop of the barrel iviH protect a

1-inch opening between the barrel and the

cleated top, which rests on broomsticks sup-

will be about §85. These prices may range

widely in different localities. Masonry con-

struction reduces the fire hazard and conserves

lumber needed at present for war structures.

Local stone, which does not require much
dressing or skill for shaping the pieces, can be

used at low cash cost. Logs ' are satisfactory if

located nearer t

asily constructed. The outside fire pit makes A solid, frostproof foundation is es ential.

emperature control easy and reduces the fire A concrete = floor is desirable, as it can b made

hazari Tiglt construction and well-fitted both ratproof and flyproof and is more easily

•entijllors provide effective regulation of the cleaned than wood.

jir fflw past the meat. Movable two-by-tours

,crol the house for hanging the meat enable A type of firebox with a removable cover

he operator to adjust the hangers to the size of (fig. 2)," can also be used for cooking picnic

he hims or sides of bacon being smoked. Two suppers. The smoke pipe to the hous

,r more tiers of meat can be hung in the house. be plugged when the firebox is used as a picnic

i taller house, holding four or more tiers of stove. A simple earthen pit at the end of the

neat, can be served by the same fire pit. flue could be used instead of the cone eteor

Xhe cost of the lumber and other materials

or lliis 6- by 6- by 8-foot smokehouse will be

ibout S65 if they must be bought new. If

brick firebox shown. Also, a small wood-burn-

ing stove could be connected with tha smoke

pipe. In all cases it is desirable to slope the

pipe slightly upward ;

I well-built, fly-tight smokehouses are

; places to store uubaggcd smoked meal,

tely flies or fly eggs will get in either on

muses are used satisfactorily for storing

each piece is properly wrapped, bagged,

ng separately.
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Figure 2.—Picnic-type firebox.

Meat can be crowded into a smokehouse, the

only rule being that no piece touch another or

the wall. The space required varies with the

weight of the cut, but 12 inches in width both

ways and 2 feet in height for each piece is a

fair basis for estimating the capacity of the

house. Movable rails and staggered hooks

will make it possible to adapt the equipment

to the quantity of meat that is to be smoked.
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Even well-built, fly-tight smokehouses are

not safe places to store unbagged smoked meat.

Ultimately flies or fly eggs will get in either on

a piece of meat or when the door is opened.

Smokehouses are used satisfactorily for storing

meat if each piece is properly wrapped, bagged,

and hung separately.
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